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BACKGROUND OF THE ISSUE
A major concern of both parents and educators in today's
society is the fact that poor reading achievement is preva¬
lent among Black youth, especially those from lower socio¬
economic backgrounds. This concern has been increased by
research reports which reveal that: The reading and
communication skills of disadvantaged Black children often
lag behind those of their peers who live in the majority
culture.^ A widely held belief which grew out of the concern
over the poor reading performance of Black youth is that they
read poorly as a group. Based on this belief, the basic
assumption arises, that: . . . reading is one of the most
serious problems faced by Black children in urban schools.
Low achievement in reading among Black students is
clearly reflected in the low achievement scores on standard¬
ized reading tests. Evidence of low scores has been revealed
through national reports indicating that Black youth score
^Margaret 0. Knapp, "Black Dialect and Reading: What
Teachers Need to Know," Journal of Reading 19 (December
1975): 231.
^Patricia C. Nichols, "A Sociolinguistic Perspective on




lower on reading achievement tests than their white counter¬
parts. It is concluded in these reports that Black students
do not read as well, on an average, as white students.
Cohen reported that in New York City: . . . 83% of disadvan¬
taged black children and 45% of disadvantaged white children
were already one to three years retarded by grade three.^
Another report given by Coleman, Campbell, Hobson, McPortland,
York, and Weinfield indicated that:
. . . average black northeastern metropolitan
students at grade six were 1.8 years behind average
white northeastern metropolitan students in reading
comprehension as measured by the School Survey
Tests.2
As a result of alarming and unfavorable statistics such
as these, vocal and aggressive concerns over the nature of
the Black youth's reading problem have been voiced.
Geneva Smitherman alleges that:
. . . most important is the reading problem in
Black schools which crops up in all areas. Kids
fail social studies and science classes cause they
can't read the text; in math, they can't understand
the story problems; they love gym and drivers' train¬
ing, but they have trouble with the health ed manuals
and the written tests for drivers; girls in sewing
classes can't read the pattern instructions, and so
on—every school subject as well as survival in the
larger society depends on ability to read.3
Jean R. Harber and Diane N. Bryen, "Black Dialect and




Geneva Smitherman, "Soul 'n Style," English Journal 65
(May 1974): 16.
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Kenneth R. Johnson observes that; . . . many Black children
are not achieving at acceptable levels . . . most noticeably
in reading. The schools are failing to teach Black children
to read. His concern about the problem is also articulated
in his statement that: . . . inadequate education in reading
handicapis Black children socially, vocationally, and academ¬
ically. ^
Thus, the Black student and his severe reading problem
have become the object of educational inquiry. The Black
public, as well as scholars, researchers, and educators, are
in a quandry about the causes of such a serious dilemma.
In an attempt to discover the underlying cause or causes
of poor reading achievement among Black Students, many
theories and hypotheses have been advanced. The reasons why
Black students achieve poorly in reading, however, remain
complex.
Che reason that has been hypothesized is simple and
direct, coming from the Black public. They adamantly hold
the view that; . . . not enough teachers or administrators
make the necessary effort td educate Black children . . .




Kenneth R. Johnson, "Accountability and Educating
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Although this reason seems simplistic, it may very well be
valid because many educators and others argue that the real
causes of poor academic performance in reading among Black
students are: . . . inferior school systems, de facto school
segregation, racial and class prejudice in the schools them¬
selves, and disinterested and apathetic personnel. . .
It is logical that uncaring teachers, administrators, and
other school personnel are ineffective educators who inhibit
student learning. Johnson registers the sentiments of the
Black public by stoutly asserting that: Black children
should and must acquire the ability to read. . . effectively.
On the other hand, the number of Black students who are
not achieving at acceptable levels in reading cannot be
explained by simply stating that educators do not care.
There are many educators—both Black and \#iite—who do care
about teaching Black students and all other students to read.
They spend infinite hours attempting to accomplish this task
but are failing to do so. Their efforts are stifiled for a
variety of reasons.
No one single factor determines or accounts for reading
disability. Explanations about the reading failure of Black
youth range from teacher ineffectiveness to socioeconomic
deficits. The notion that "variations in the quality of
^Scott Cummings, "Explaining Poor Academic Performance
Among Black Children," Education Forum 41 (March 1977): 341.
2Johnson, "Accountability and Educating Black Children
in Reading and the Language Arts," p. 144.
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family life strongly influence a black child’s school perform¬
ance”^ has gained popularity among many educators. However,
there is still considerable debate over its validity. Some
suggest that the explanation is sheer ideology and that the
hypothesis is weak. It is of considerable importance, then,
to examine this popular viewpoint and to consider its ideol¬
ogical significance.
Several researchers have theorized about the relation¬
ship between poverty and nonachievement. They specifically
note that: . . . economic poverty contributes to nonachieve¬
ment because poor children are denied satisfaction of basic
needswhich form a foundation for achievement. A few examples
of the conditions of poverty that handicap achievement are
poor nutrition, crowded and slum living conditions, and
inadequate medical care, as proven through research.
Other educational researchers maintain that poor aca¬
demic performance, especially among Black students, can be
traced to the home environment. They reveal that:
. . . early childhood experiences in poverty
environments create enduring personality formations
that are inimical to effective achievement striving
not only in the classroom but, in virtually all
areas of life.3
It is logical to assume, then, that Black students from low
socioeconomic levels are exposed to negative environmental
1 •
Cummings, "Explaining Poor Academic Performance Among
Black Children," p. 335.
2
Johnson, "Accountability and Educating Black Children
in Reading and the Language Arts," p. 145.
3
Cummings, "Explaining Poor Academic Performance Among
Black Children," p. 336.
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influences which result from the general quality of this
lower-class family life. The influence of the environment
as seen by a school superintendent is expressed below:
A victim of his environment, the ghetto child
begins his school career, psychologically, socially,
and physically disadvantaged. He is often handi¬
capped by limited verbal skills, low self-esteem,
and a stunted drive toward achievement.1
Elaborating this position, some writers contend that mental
ability itself is greatly influenced by experiences in the
home. Ausubel maintains, for example, that some home envi¬
ronments are simply more enriched and stimulating than others.
He writes in regard to the "deprived" home that: The effects
of this restricted environment include poor perceptual
stimulation skills; an impoverished language-symbolic system;
and a paucity of information, concepts. . .
Deutsch and Brown have identified several factors within
the home that create the negative experiences which lead to
stunted intellectual development. They contend that: These
negative home experiences influence perception, learning and
general intellectual functioning.^ They further suggest
that the lower-class home is characterized by:
^Ibid.
2
David P. Ausubel, "The Influence of Experience on the
Development of Intelligence" (Paper read at a conference on
Productive Thinking in Education; NEA Project on the Aca¬
demically Talented Student, Washington, D.C. May 2-4, 1963),
p. 2.
3Martin Deutsch and Bert Brown, "Social Influences in
Negro-White Intelligence Differences," The Journal of Social
Issues 25 (Summer 1969) as reported in Scott Cummings,
"Explaining Poor Academic Performance Among Black Children,"
Education For\im 41 (March 1977): 3 36.
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. . . an absence of cultural resources, such as
books, encyclopedias, and magazines and that this
environment deficiency retards the development of
important intellectual skills among children raised
in these homes.^
The implications are that Black students from ghetto environ¬
ments are failure prone even before they enter school.
The ghetto environment is stark. A student who dwells
in an atmosphere of this type has a cultural foundation that
causes him to be different. He is thus labeled by educators
and psychologists as "culturally different." The term
"culturally different" refers to: ... the economically
deprived learner who is not profiting from the established
curriculum and who is not learning to read.^ Thus, another
reason Black students are not achieving in reading emerges.
This is due to the fact that the curriculum does not build
on the culture of these children. Johnson agrees by stating
that:
Black children are culturally different, and
they require some different curriculum practices
and materials than children from other cultural
backgrounds if they are to learn to read and
acquire proficiency. . . .3
An observation by researchers is that regardless of
whether Black students are living below, at, or above the
poverty level, . . . the school attempts to change them into
^Ibid.
^Ruby Thompson, "The Culturally Different Child as a
Learner," in Principles and Practices of Teaching Reading,
ed. Arthur W. Heilman (Columbus: Charles E. Merrill
Publishing Company, 1977), p. 359.
^Johnson, "Accountability and Educating Black Children
in Reading and the Language Arts," p. 146.
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a curriculum that is based on the values, concepts . . .
derived from a white, middle-class dominant cultural expe¬
rience.^ The Black student comes to school with a somewhat
different culture than that which the school values. More
often than not, educators view this difference as a lack of
culture. The view is basically wrong because: Out of their
cultural background, these children have acquired broad
experiences and developed concepts, values . . . that serve
them well.^
In addition to being labeled "culturally different" and
economically "disadvantaged," the Black student has also been
labeled "culturally deprived." The notion of cultural depri¬
vation has typically been used an an explanation for poor
reading performance among Black students. This theory has
been rejected on the basis that "if the idea had any validity
at all, it should apply equally to individuals from any group
who have been exposed to similar experiences."^ Too, the
theory is viewed as " a mosiac of bits and pieces of evidence
with little systematic, theoretical unity.
From a theoretical perspective, researchers reveal two
key points that are significant when evaluating the cultural




Cummings, "Explaining Poor Academic Performance Among
Black Children," p. 340.
^Ibid.
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1. focuses primarily upon patterns of socialization
and child-rearing practices within the family
setting;
2. assumes that certain achievement-related person¬
ality traits are developed in the home and are
relatively stable and immutable through time.l
These key ideas support the contention of some educators that
cultural deprivation is not a fair explanation of poor achieve¬
ment in reading among Black youth. Scott Cummings points out
the ideological significance of formulating the question of
academic failure among Black students because it warrants
special attention. He explains:
The cultural deprivation theory is an individ¬
ualistic, motivational conception of scholastic
success. Such a conception assumes that school
success and failure are reflections of the individ¬
ual’s own abilities and achievement aspirations.
And his own abilities and achievement aspirations
are acquired from his family, either genetically or
through socialization.2
Thus, "... failure becomes the fault of the individual, his
q
family, his environment or his culture." Here again is the
implication that one's particular social status helps to
determine one's success in reading achievement. It is
apparent, then, that the cultural deprivation theory provides
a convenient invitation to indict the Black family and Black






The educational agencies appear unwilling or
unable to recognize the uniqueness of different
cultures and the realities of different social
worlds: "It is not that the child is deprived of
culture, it is that the culture which is associated
with his parents is derogated because they are
impoverished and powerless.^
An additional reason given for reading difficulty among
Black youth which has gained prominence in recent years is
that of dialect differences. These dialect differences are
usually labeled as "Black English," or "Black dialect." This
dialect differs from standard English mainly in its phonology
and also in vocabulary and syntax.
Some educators and psychologists hold the view that:
. . . many black children come to school with a deficient
language system that militates against making progress in
9
academic subjects, especially reading.
Cazden describes the possible dilemma in reading achieve¬
ment which might result from dialect differences:
All children acquire language but . . . many
children, especially lower-class black children,
acquire a dialect of English so different in
structural features that communication in school,
both oral and written is seriously impaired by
that fact alone.^
It has also been concluded from research findings that:
The language system of many urban blacks,
frequently referred to as Black English . . . may
have enough presistent and systematic differences
to interfere with the process of schooling.^
^Ibid.





It is thought by many people that the Black student is
linguistically deficient and will encounter serious reading
problems because of this deficit. But there have also been
important contributions to the understanding of Black English
which are in opposition to this view. For instance, various
studies indicate that "Black English is structured and rule
governed, and not a random collection of mistakes."^ It has
also been acknowledged that "... the langauge of the
disadvantaged child is not deficient, but merely different
from the language of the classroom. Those who support the
language difference point of view contend that it is the
educator's nonacceptance of the language and culture of these
children that has led to their poor academic achievement."
It has also been argued that:
. . . black children in urban environments
receive a great deal of verbal stimulation and
participate fully in a highly verbal culture. . .
the language community in which these children
participate is different from standard American
English, and the linguistic differences are evi¬
dent in all aspects of language; i.e., phonology,
grammar, lexicon and usage.^
The theories of socioeconomic factors and of cultural
deprivation have been for the most part a major controversy
in public education. These theories have stimulated thought
Claudia Mitchell Kernan, Language Behayior in a Black
Urban Community (Berkely: University of California, 1971),
p. 7.
2
Mary Ann Somervill, "Dialect and Reading: A Review of
Alternative Solutions," Review of Educational Research 45
(Spring 1975): 247.
3
Harber and Bryen, "Black Dialect and the Task of Read¬
ing," p. 388.
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about the reading achievement of Black youth. These theories
have been propounded, researched, and critically examined.
Few conclusions, however, have been reached. On the other
hand, dialect interference theories remain open to further
discussion and warrant review in order to determine the state
of research and the impact that dialect differences may have
on the reading achievement of Black youth.
In order to set the background for the investigation,
an operational definition of each of the three key terms
included in this thesis are developed. The terms are:
"dialect,” "Black dialect," and "dialect interference."
"Dialect" is not a pejorative term. Everybody speaks a
dialect—in fact, everybody speaks several dialects. A
dialect may be defined as: The syndrome of features which
distinctly characterize the speech of any separate group
among the speakers of a single language.^ The term is also
meant to indicate any combination of observable variable
features of English. Finally, the concept of dialect (as
understood by layment) does not involve the technical notion
of an isogloss bundle. Rather, it refers to: ... sets of
differences, wherever they may occur, which make one English
speaker’s speech different from another’s.
The term "dialect" in this study will be used in its
popular sense rather than in its technical sense, which
David Dorsey, "Aspects of Black Dialects Related to
Reading," Atlanta, 1977 (Mimeographed.)
^Ibid.
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involves geographical or social isoglosses. ’'Dialect” will
be thought of as certain language patterns or sets of speech
habits peculiar to a community of speakers. The components
of dialect include grammar, pronunciation, syntax, and vocab¬
ulary .
While "Black dialect" appears to be understood by most
Blacks, it must be borne in mind that there is no universal
spoken Black dialect. Dialect is viewed more from a social
class than a racial perspective:
Since the social separation of prosperous
blacks from whites is less complete than that of
poorer blacks from whites, inevitably middle class
black dialect is more similar to white speech than
most black speech. So there isn’t one black dia¬
lect . 1
It should be understood from this explanation that there are
many varieties of Black dialect. There is a continuum of
English varieties used by Black Americans, ranging from
standard English to the Black vernacular most typically
spoken by working class Blacks. Black dialect has also been
identified by the terms "Negro Nonstandard English,” "Negro
Dialect," and "Black English." Black English can be divided
into as many sub-divisions as the social and geographical
separations among Blacks can identify. This means that
different geographical areas and different social contexts
produce many varieties of Black English. Also one cannot
deny the fact that no two people speak exactly alike.
Rather, . . . every individual speaks his own idiolect. . .
-Ibid.
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for there are differences based on age'^group, on the social
identity of the listener and on the formality of the occa-
1
Sion.
Ironically, if one is too detailed or precise in the
description of Black dialect, many Blacks would be excluded.
However, the many variations which compose Black dialect are
present in:
. . . the language of the old folk down south;
the lingo of the young, urban hipster; the dialect
of educated, professional Blacks; the idiom of the
preacher; the rhetoric of Black power; the speech
of the Black working class.2
It is important to realize and consider that "no grammar of
any dialect has ever been fully described . . . description
of all features of any dialect is humanly and permanently
impossible."^ While there is no universal "Black dialect,"
there are features which are used and/or understood by the
majority of Blacks.
The final key term to be defined and clarified is
"dialect interference." The explanation of this term
requires that one be cognizant of the fact that the structure
of so-called Black dialect differs from that of the standard
English found in most school textbooks. Paul Jay Helmed of
the University of California at Berkely indicates that:
^Ibid.
2
Geneva Smitherman, "Soul *n Style," English Journal 64
(April 1974): 16.
q
Dorsey, "Aspects of Black Dialects Related to Reading,"
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. . . language is a rule->governed behavior . , . when the
rules of black English conflict with the rules of standard
English, interference occurs.^ Helmed is suggesting that
rules of Black English are incompatible with or different
from the rules of standard English, Because of the dif¬
ferences in rules, interference take place:
. . . the middle-class white child decodes
the graphic representation of a familiar language.
The disadvantaged black child, however, must first
decode the written words and then recode them in
his own language before he is able to obtain mean¬
ing from the printed page. This added difficulty
in learning is called interference.2
The passage can be interpreted to mean that the speech
patterning of either group of children does not match what
is presented in the textbooks in a direct one-to-one corre¬
spondence. But some educators contend that the Black stu¬
dents has a more complicated task when it comes to reading.
This is so because "in the early phases of reading, he must
relate his speech curriculum and instruction which do not
consider variations from standard English pronunciation.
The black child is baffled by this confusing and arbitrary
relationship between unfamiliar sounds and symbols."^
Johnson explains what is meant by dialect inteference
by stating that:
1
Paul Jay Helmed, "Black English Phonology: The Ques¬
tion of Reading Interference," in Language Differences Do
They Interfere?, eds., James L. Laffey and Roger Shuy




when Black children who speak Black dialect
attempt to learn to read. . . standard English,
their Black dialect gets in the way. They tend
to substitute the phonological and grammatical
patterns of Black dialect in those places where
Black dialect and standard English differ. This
is what is meant by "interference."!
Finally, Roger W. Shuy concurs as he notes that "what is
apparently meant by the nonstandard dialect problem of the
student is only that the child’s speech does not correlate,
2
. . . with the expected speech patterns of the classroom."
Thus, "dialect interference" as used in this paper refers to
the mismatch or differences of the Black student’s oral lan¬
guage with the printed page in textbooks, which may in some
way inhibit reading achievement.
While there are critics who discount the existence of
Black dialects, there are enough distinctive features of the
dialect spoken by Blacks from low socioeconomic levels to
render this dialect a valid phenomenon for study.
Because most of the studies and theories on dialect
interference consider the beginning reader, there is a need
to review dialect differences in order to assess the possible
impact of dialect differences on the reading achievement of
Black youth. This, then, is the purpose of this thesis.
Chapter II will focus on a review of theories and studies
conducted on dialect interference. Chapter III will isolate
specific dialect differences as they relate to reading
^Johnson, "Accountability and Educating Black Children
in Reading and the Language Arts," p. 148.
2
Roger W. Shuy, "Nonstandard Dialect Problems: An Over¬
view," in Language Differences Do They Interfere?, p. 7.
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achievement. The final chapter will draw conclusions and




A REVIEW OF RESEARCH AND THEORIES
It has been suggested by some that the failure of many
Black youth to perform at or above national norms on reading
achievement tests and to read acceptably in the classroom may
be attributed to dialect interference. This dialect is
different from the language of the textbook. There is an
apparent agreement on the existence of Black dialect; however,
there is still an on-going controversy over the extent to
which speaking this dialect affects the reading process.
There also remains a considerable difference on opinion of
linguistic interference and the exact source of that inter¬
ference .
Many educators who have questioned the effectiveness of
venacular education have recommended that the problems of
Black dialect-speaking students be dealt with by teaching
them to speak standard English before teaching them to read.
For instance, the rationale of Venezkyl presumably is that
-1
Richard L. Venezky, "Nonstandard Language and Reading,"
Elementary English 47 (1970), 334-35 as reviewed in Joan C.
Baratz, "The Relationship of Black English to Reading: A
Review of Research," in Language Differences Do They Inter¬
fere? , eds. James L. Laffey and Roger Shuy (Neward: Inter¬
national Reading Association, 1973), p. 102.
-18-
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there would be no linguistic conflict caused by standard
English in six months to a year. Nonetheless, the alterna¬
tive of teaching standard English first deserved to be tested.
Labov attributes the poor reading performance of many
Black students to "the ignorance of standard English rules on
the part of the black youngsters. . . and to the ignorance
of nonstandard English rules on the part of teachers and text-
writers."^ He feels that the differences in sets of homonyms
produced by Black readers may result in confusion in all read¬
ing assignments. For this reason, Labov sees the solution to
teaching Black dialect speakers to read as one of teacher
education. This is to say that. . . teachers must learn the
rules of the dialect (especially as they relate to the phonol¬
ogy) so that they will not inadvertently penalize a child for
2
a "reading error. . . ."
Shuy takes the position that the best way to deal with
the problems of Black dialect interference in reading achieve¬
ment is not only to teach the teachers the phonology, but
also to "construct special materials that would avoid these




William Labov, "Some Sources of Reading Problems for
Negro Speakers of Nonstandard English," in Teaching Black
Children to Read, eds. Joan C. Baratz and Roger W. Shuy




Roger W. Shuy, "A Linguistic Background for Developing
Beginning Reading Materials for Black Children," in Teaching
Black Children to Read, p. 135.
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Johnson is also of the opinion that teacher training and
special materials are necessary for producing acceptable read¬
ing achievement among Black students. He contends that
special materials should provide teachers with information
about the culture of the Black race, so that they will under¬
stand how Black dialect is a vital part of the Black man’s
heritage. Johnson feels that teacher-training programs must
be changed to ’’immerse potential teachers in the Black culture
patterns; and give potential teachers an accurate interpreta¬
tion of data on Black culture.It is Johnson’s belief that
until teacher-training programs are changed to equip teachers
with an understanding of Black culture so that they can
accurately interpret Black language patterns, any meaningful
amount of reading achievement among Black students is unreal¬
istic and unattainable.
He is aware, however, that such changes in the under¬
standing and treatment of the language differences of Black
youth will require extensive in-service training. He further
contends that alternative approaches to improving reading
achievement among Black youth will entail the following:
1) delaying reading instruction. . . until these
children have acquired the foundation that
middle-class children acquires;
2) producing instructional materials that elimi¬
nate ’’conflict points” ;
Kenneth R. Johnson, ’’Accountability and Educating Black
Children in Reading and the Language Arts,” Language Arts 54
(Fall 1977): 147.
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3) teaching. . . initial reading skills using
materials that conform to the phonological
and grammatical patterns which they speak.1
Johnson is suggesting that the first approach be consistent
with current "compensatory educational" practices. His second
approach would provide materials which exclude phonological or
grammatical patterns that are different in Black dialect and
standard English. This is to say that the materials would be
linguistically neutral. The third approach suggests that
Black students should be taught to read Black dialect with
materials prepared in this dialect.
These various discussions concerning the interference of
Black dialect with reading achievement have spawned several
studies which have attempted to determine whether there is in
fact any Black dialect interference in reading achievement,
and if so, the nature of that interference.
The first group of such studies was concerned with an
analysis of the miscues of Black children when reading stand¬
ard English. The studies were conducted by Goodman in 1968
and Weber in 1969. The Goodman studies did not reveal much
overt interference from Black dialect syntax, except when a
fluent reader became engrossed in a story. On the basis of
data from the study on miscues, Goodman hypothesized that:
. . . as a reader with a deviant dialect gains
proficiency (in reading), the number of dialect
related miscues will increase. The assumption here
being that with added comfort and less emphasis of
the indvidual symbols involved, an actual translation
^Ibid., p. 149.
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process will begin to emerge in which the dialect
of the material is translated into the dialect of
the reader.1
This study sheds light on the role of dialect differences in
oral reading. However, some reading specialists feel that it
leaves unresolved a fundamental question of dialect inter¬
ference in reading: Does it affect reading comprehension?
Weber, too, did not find significant interference from
Black students* reading miscues. In her study, she compared
first-grade white children from upstate New York with second
grade and post-second grade Black children from Washington,
D. C. on a typical first-grade passage. In her experimental
procedure, she "eliminated any subject who made fewer than
three, or more than eleven, reading miscues because she did
not want so many (errors) as to render the passage incoherent
and thus stifle the young reader's ordinary use of contextual
cues for proceeding through the passage, to say nothing of
comprehending it." Weber's experimental process may account
for her negative findings. This is so because she only
included Black children who seemed to be capable of reading
the test passage. As a result, she had to include Black
children who were a year older than the white children in
1
Kenneth Goodman, Study of Children's Behavior While
Reading Orally. Final Report Project S425, Contract #OE-6-10-
136, 1968 as reviewed in Joan C. Baratz, "The Relationship of
Black English to Reading: A Review of Research," in Language
Differences Do They Interfere?, p. 104.
2
Rose-Marie Weber, "Comparing the Oral Reading of Chil¬
dren Who Speak Different Varieties of English," unpublished
paper, n.d., as reviewed in Joan C. Baratz, "The Relationship
of Black English to Reading: A Review of Research," in
Language Differences Do They Interfere?, p. 105.
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order to find a sufficient number of children who could cope
with a passage at her criterion level. Her criteria virtually
ruled out readers who might have exhibited dialect inter¬
ference .
The early seventies were also filled with endless efforts
to determine whether Black dialect interfered with reading
achievement. In 1970, Rystrom conducted a study. He asserted
that the purpose of his study was "to determine the extent to
which Negro dialect interferes with the acquisition of reading
skills."^ Rystrom used 67 Black first-grade children in rural
Georgia for subjects of the experiment. His treatment time
for the study was a full semester. He used an experimental
group and a control group. In this study, dialect training
included songs, poems, and games in addition to drill. The
dialect training consisted of "group and individual drill on
a variety of phonological and syntactic features."^ Stories
were read to the control group and when time permitted the
stories were followed by discussion. A control language
program was implemented to include language experience
stories. Rystrom designed this study so that "half of the
dialect training group and half of the control group used
traditional basal readers and the other halves of the groups
^Richard Rystrom, "Dialect Training and Reading: A
Further Look," Reading Research Quarterly 4 (1970), 581-600
as reviewed in Joan cT Baratz, **The Relationship of Black
English to Reading: A Review of Research," in Language
Differences Do They Interfere?, p. 105.
2lbid.
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used phonetically controlled linguistic readers."^ Rystrom
used reading sections of the Stanford Achievement Test as a
part of his experimental procedure. While this study took
place, all students still received regular reading instruction
from their classroom teachers. Rystrom hypothesized from his
study that:
1) the children could be taught to use elements of
standard English in the allotted time;
2) that this knowledge would have a positive
influence on word reading scores; and
3) that the use of linguistic readers would have
a positive influence on word reading skills.2
Rystrom had conducted an earlier study in 1968 that was similar
to this study. Pre-and post-testing with Rystrom’s Dialect
Deviation Test indicated no significant difference in scores
from the earlier study, so the first hypothesis was rejected.
There was a significant difference in scores on the Gates Word
Pronunciation Test favoring the Control group, so the second
hypothesis was rejected also. "An analysis of Stanford
Achievement Test scores found only one significant difference
between reading programs that favored basal readers, so the
qthird hypothesis was rejected." The fact that there was a
significant difference in the Gates Word Pronunciation
scores favoring those in the control language program appears





facilitating effect on reading than dialect training."^ Thus,
Rystrom's studies do not rule out the possibility of dialect
interference in beginning reading. Both studies were con¬
ducted concurrently with reading instruction. However,
Rystrom pointed out that: . . . the simultaneous presentation
of dialect training and reading instruction seemed to have
been confusing to the children.^
Baratz feels that Rystrom’s study "displayed an appalling
ignorance concerning the very issue which he attempted to
elucidate. He showed no evidence of having grasped the
qessential nature of the difference vs. deficit controversy."
Also according to Baratz, Rystrom’s handling of Black dialect
showed that "he was most unclear as to the difference between
phonology, morphology, and syntax—to say nothing of his con¬
fusion concerning the nature of dialect and dialect variation
in the United States."^ In summary, all Rystrom really demo-
strated was the fact that Black first-grade children in rural
Georgia do not achieve at the first grade norm on the SAT.




2joan C. Baratz, "The Relationship of Black English to
Reading: A Review of Research," in Language Differences Do
They Interfere?, p. 105.
‘+Ibid.
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. . . investigate the relationship between
black English phonology and reading interference
. . . examine both expressive and receptive compe¬
tence in standard English phonology (especially
in relation to points of difference from the
phonology of black English) and the relationship ^
this competence might have to reading proficiency.
Data from forty-five lower socioeconomic status third
grade children were collected and analyzed to measure racial
group differences on four interrelated variables. These
variables were auditory discrimination, oral reading compre¬
hension, Black English phonology usage, and silent reading
comprehension. The study was limited to the degree to which
Black English phonology was used and "only dialect differences
from five types of phonological categories were analyzed:
r’lessness, I'lessness, simplification of final consonant
clusters, weakening of final consonants, and vowel variations^
Sixty-six words reflecting these five phonological categories
were joined to form thirty-three minimal pairs which are
different in standard English but which may be homonyms in
Black dialect. These same homonyms were used in four tests
designed to measure dialect phonology interference in reading
comprehension. In the first test, which was Auditory Discrim¬
ination , "only one of the word pair was presented and the
child pointed to the picture representing the word he heard.
^Paul Jay Helmed, Black English Phonology: The Question





In the second and third tests which were Oral Reading Compre¬
hension and Black English Phonology Usage, the subject was
being recorded as he read a sentence containing only one word
in the pair and again pointed to the picture associated with
the word. The fourth test was the Silent Reading Comprehen¬
sion Test in which "experienced elementary school teachers
administered a paragraph reading test patterned after the
ratio-cloze technique."^ The findings from Helmed*s study
revealed that:
When given dialect-loaded tests, the black
subjects in this study had more difficulty than
any other group of subjects on two tasks. First,
the black youngsters did significantly poorer in
auditorily discriminating word pairs which may be
homonyms in black English but different words in
standard English. Secondly, these same children
produced these word pairs as homonyms. . . It was
shown that several additional sets of homonyms
existed for these black subjects which were
separate words for the other subjects.2
The one major difficulty with Helmed*s study is that he
tested a group of disadvantaged students who were extra¬
ordinary in the sense that they were reading at or above grade
level. Therefore, the results were not at all characteristic
of the disadvantaged population in regard to reading perform¬
ance .
In 1972 a study was conducted by Patricia S. Nolen. In
her study, the differences in the recall of printed language
patterns were explored with 156 Black and white low-socio-




was undertaken to "investigate possible influences of printed
dialect patterns on the reading recall of Negro and Caucasian
children.
As part of Nolen's procedure, second-and-fourth-grade
standardized reading passages with equivalent forms were
written in an approximation of lower-class Black speech
patterns. The linguistic features chosen for rewriting drew
heavily from published studies on nonstandard dialect, such as
the one by Labov in 1970. At each grade level there were
three reading selections and sets of recall test questions:
a nonstandardized reading passage in Black dialect, a standard¬
ized passage rewritten in an approximation of Black dialect,
and a standardized reading passage in standard English.
It was predicted that "the reading recall scores for
students' reading patterns congruent with their oral language
would be significantly greater than scores for students'
reading patterns different from their speech."^ It was also
predicted that "any disparity between reading recall scores
based on passages in two different dialect patterns would be
significantly greater for second-grade Negro children than
for those in the fourth grade^
In this study, response data were collected from 156
second-and-fourth-grade children enrolled in ghetto area
^Patricia S. Nolen, "Reading Nonstandard Dialect Materi¬





parochial schools of Seattle, Washington. The reading materi¬
als and accompanying questions were assembled in booklet form
in random sequence. Subjects were asked to read each selec¬
tion and write answers in single words or short phrases to
questions on the following page. The recall scores for the
three reading selections were classified on the basis of grade,
race, and dialect of reading passage manipulated.
The results of this study indicated that:
At grade 2, the performance of the two races
appeared much the same, with the exception of
scores on the nonstandardized Negro dialect read¬
ing passage, on which Caucasian children showed
higher, but not singificantly higher, recall
scores than their Negro classmates. At grade 4,
Caucasian children appeared to respond to all
three passages with much the same accuracy.1
On the basis of these results, Nolen concluded that "there is
the possibility that the novelty of the printed vernacular may
have produced differential recall for Negro children which
would not have been the case had they been introduced to read-
ing with dialect primers." Along with this general conclu¬
sion, there is room for Black dialect reading materials in
school instruction, according to Nolen.
Margaret Cagney conducted a study which focused upon the
listening comprehension abilities of kindergarten and first-
grade children when stories were presented in standard
English as well as in Black dialect. This study investigated




speakers of Black dialect to listen with understanding to
language experience stories presented in their dialect. The
students were also required to listen to the same stories
translated into standard English.
Four language experience stories were selected to
measure listening comprehension. The stories were composed
by students in an elementary school located in the same
community as the one in which the study took place. These
students were identified as speakers of Black dialect by their
teachers. This was determined by the administration of an
adaption of Berko’s Test of Morphology. "Failure to use the
plural marker, the past tense marker, and the singular and
possessive markers were used for the determination."^ Eight
questions measuring literal, inferential, and evaluative
comprehesnion were developed for each story. After each
experimental procedure, it was concluded that:
. . . the children involved in this study made
significantly more correct responses to questions
after listening to language experience stories ^
presented in standard English than in Black dialect.
Results from the study also indicated that:
. . . reading language experience stories to
children in their own dialect, even when the oral
reader knew the dialect, did not improve listeners’
comprehension.3
^Margaret A. Cagney, "Children’s Ability to Understand





Thus, since more correct responses were made by children after
listening to stories presented in standard English than after
those presented in Black dialect, the results of this study
do not support those who advocate that material for beginning
reading instruction should be presented in the dialect of the
student.
Opinions differ on what the use of Black dialect means
for the learning experience in the classroom. One study con¬
ducted in a Chicago school provides some evidence that the
use of dialect materials does have some positive effect on the
reading process. Thirty-seven students were the subjects in
this study. Half of them were given reading materials written
in their "everyday dialect," while the other half were given
reading materials written in standard English. Indications
from this study were that:
. . . students using materials written in
nonstandard Black English showed fewer verb-form
errors, and greater retention of vocabulary after
a six-month period.1
Another study purporting to present data on dialect
interference and reading was conducted by Fasold, with help
from Wolfram, Shuy, and Anisman. They gave a dialect version
of the Bible passage John 3:16 to six Black dialect speaking
teenagers. They were asked to read the passage twice—once
as it stood and a second time supplying every seventh word
^Patricia C. Nichols, "A Sociolinguistic Perspective on
Reading and Black Children," Language Arts 54 (Fall 1977):
151.
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which had been deleted. They found that "students hesitated
or supplied the SE equivalent approximately 24 percent of the
time."l In addition, the researchers revealed that their
questions designed to elicit preference of dialect were not
well understood. Nonetheless, it was concluded by these
researchers that the students preferred and had less diffi¬
culty with Biblical materials that were not written in Black
dialect.
Very few studies have been published which provide evi¬
dence of dialect interference being responsible for the fact
that Black youth as a group tend to do poorly in reading
achievement. However, one study conducted by Bartel and
Axelrod in 1973 supported the view that "a relationship
exists between dialect usage and reading proficiency.""^
Bartel and Axelrod's study was designed to "explore the
relationship between the low reading achievement of black
inner city pupils and the extent to which such children use
nonstandard English." The subjects were Black inner city
ninth grade pupils of lower socioeconomic background. These
students had IQ scores between 90 and 110 as determined on
^Ralph Fasold, Report on the Use of a Dialect Bible
Translation with YDI Teenagers, unpublished paper. Center
For Applied Linguistics, 1971 as reviewed in Joan C. Baratz,
"The Relationship of Black English to Reading: A Review of
Research," in Language Differences Do They Interefere?, p. 108.
^Nattie R. Bartel and Judith Axelrod, "Nonstandard
English Usage and Reading Ability in Black Junior High Stu¬
dents," Exceptiona1 Children 39 (May 1973): 653.
^Ibid.
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the Kuhlmann-Anderson IntelTigence Tests » Two experimental
groups were formed—R4 and R8. Students whose reading scores
on the Iowa Tests of Educational Developirient fell between 4.0
and 4.9 and between 8.0 and 8.9 formed the two experimental
groups. "Each subject was asked to repeat and to read orally
a series of sentences randomly drawn from the fourth and
eighth grade level paragraphs of Forms A, B, C, and D of the
Gray Oral Reading Test."^
In this study, the presentation of the forms and assign¬
ment of the forms to each task was randomized within each
grade level. The entire procedure was tape recorded and
transcribed by two persons working independently. The
following procedure was used in the selection of nonstandard
features to be used as criteria:
First, all the sentences in the fourth and
eighth grade levels of the Gray test (stimulus
sentences) were scrutinized for the number and
types of nonstandard features which could possibly
be injected by the subjects as a function of the
structure of the sentences.2
These features were compared to a list of the features attri¬
buted to Black dialect. Items common to both lists were
assembled to comprise the list of features actually investi¬
gated .
The data concerning the performance of the two groups on
the two tasks were subjected to a multiple classification




(fourth grade versus eighth grade), sex (male versus female),
and task (oral reading versus sentence repetition).^ The
analysis of variance indicated that the factor of reading
level was significant beyond the .01 level.
An analysis of covariance, with IQ as the covariate,
indicated that:
. . . reading level in the sentence repetition
task continued to exert a significant effect beyond
the .01 level and also that sex and the interaction
between sex and reading level were not significant.^
These data support the view that a relationship exists between
dialect usage and reading achievement in ninth grade Black
students. ’’However, because pf the design of the study, the
direction of causality cannot be determined.”3 Also because
of the design of this study, another interpretation of the
results must be considered. ’’Since the subjects were selected
on the basis of reading ability and then tested on the use of
dialect, rather than the other way around, the results could
be interpreted to show what good readers are not."^ This
explanation does not, however, address itself to the question
of why some students become good readers while others do not.








ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF FOURTH AND EIGHTH GRADE READERS
ON ORAL READING AND SENTENCE REPETITION TASKS
Source df SS MS F
Reading Level (A) 1 32.39 32.39 27.15'
Sex (B) 1 1.03 1.03 . 87
Task (C) 1 .07 .07 .11
A X B 1 . 17 .17 .26
B X C 1 .01 .01 .02
A X B X C 1 1.19 1.19 1.80
Error or residual 2 80 163.97 . 59
TOTAL 286 163.97
*p .01
Source: Nattie R. Bartel and Judith Axelrod, "Non-
standard English Usage and Reading Ability in Black Junior
High Students,” Exceptional Children 39 (May 1973): 653.
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In conclusion, there are many areas of Black dialect
interference with reading achievement left for exploration.
This is to say that the various studies cited in this chapter
sample a large range of ages, and therefore reveal different
test results. Research has indicated that "language variation
in terms of the age of the speaker is a very important
linguistic factor in the dialect of Black children."^
this reason, then, one must be cautious when trying to
pare the results of studies where a wide age range was
dent. Furthermore, linguists have found that:
. . . there are certain features of Black
English that mark age-grading rather closely
and other features that are more or less immune
to it. Thus, any comparisons that are made
should be made separately for each feature of
Black English studied.2
It is the consensus of educators that the studies examining
Black dialect interference have produced contradictory
results. One educator sums up this concensus by stating that:
. . . major methodological problems were
evidenced in many of the studies that limit the
generalizability of the results and restrict the
comparibility between studies.3
Another educator agrees and reveals that:
. . . a review of the data concerning
dialect interference . . . reveals that . . .






Jean R. Harber and Diane N. Bryen, "Black Dialect and





there is still a crying need for adequate research
on the question of dialect interference in the
acquisition of reading skills.1
In summary, this review of research studies on Black
dialect interference provides "evidence of dialect inter¬
ference in the performance of black children on oral reading.
However, there are gaps in the knowledge about Black dialect
and reading achievement among Black youth above the elementary
level. It is a commonly held view that "few well-designed
studies have been conducted that systematically investigate
the effects on Black English usage on reading comprehension,"^
among Black youth. There is also no information concerning
how Black youth perform on oral reading assignments presented
in Black dialect. The majority of studies reviewed here have
dealt primarily with students on the elementary level. The
evidence of Black dialect interference in reading achievement
among Black youth remains equivocal and many of the educa¬
tional alternatives considered are still premature. There is,
at present, no empirical information concerning how Black
dialect could possibly interfere with reading achievement
among Black youth. More research is needed from educators,
linguists, and psychologists in order to provide answers to
the many questions which are unresolved. Otherwise, "educa¬
tional solutions will continue to be premature and will
^Joan C. Baratz, "The Relationship of Black English to
Reading: A Review of Research," in Language Differences Do
They Interfere?, p. 109.
O
Jean R. Harber and Diane N. Bryen, "Black Dialect and
the Task of Reading," p. 397.
3lbid.
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continue to reflect simplistic, weakly-conceptualized peda¬
gogic answers to complex problems"^ concerning reading
achievement among Black youth.
It is essential to examine some of the linguistic
characteristics of Black youth which may cause them to





WHICH MAY CAUSE INTERFERENCE:
GRAMMAR, PRONUNCIATION,
SYNTAX, VOCABULARY
Over the past years, the structural and functional
differences between the dialect used by disadvantaged Black
youth in urban ghettos and the standard English of the class¬
room have been researched. The aim of this research has been
to look closely at Black dialect, noting structural and
grammatical elements, and to explain grammatical and phonol¬
ogical differences which exist between the two languages.
One conclusion which has been generated by research is
that the Black youth from the lower socioeconomic status
speaks a different language from that of his teachers and
textbooks. The language disparity is viewed as one reason
why Black youth fail to achieve adequately in reading.
In order to understand how dialect differences might
interfere with reading achievement, these differences must be
delineated and explained. The concept held by the linguist
will be the crux of this chapter as it attempts to discover
some of the ways in which the oral language of Black youth
differs from standard English and how these differences may
cause interference with reading achievement.
-39-
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The linguist is interested in the structure and function
of sound, in describing the rules of a system, and therefore
does not feel that the characteristics of one language are
inferior to those of another:
To him the discussion of a hierarchial system
that says that a double negative, e.g., they don *t
have none, is inferior to a single negative, e.g.,
they haven’t any, is meaningless. The linguist
simply wishes to describe the rules of the system
that allow a speaker of that system to generate a
negative utterance—or any other complex structure—
that is considered grammatical and is understood as
intended by the speakers of the system.1
Subsumed under this explanation is the fact that Black English
is "a well-ordered system with a predictable sound pattern,
grammatical structure and vocabulary."^ The linguist also
assumes that any verbal system used by a community of speakers
that meets the above requirements is a language. They contend
that no language is structurally better than any other lan¬
guage.
Linguists such as Stewart, Dillard, Bailey, Labov,
Fasold, and Wolfram have studied and described some of the
rules and linguistic features of Black dialect. They have
noted that differences between standard English and Black
dialect occur to varying degrees in regard to the sound
system (pronunciation), grammar, including such components
as syntax, and vocabulary. Although the two languages differ
1
Joan C. Baratz, "Teaching Reading In An Urban Negro
School System," in Teaching Black Children To Read, eds.
Joan C. Baratz and Roger w7 Shuy (Washington, D.C.: Center
For Applied Linguistics, 1969), p. 65.
2lbid., p. 94.
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to varying degrees, some of these differences are more related
to reading achievement than others. Thus, as an overall plan
in this chapter, grammatical differences will be treated
first; then attention will be directed toward phonological
and syntactical differences. Finally, vocabulary differences
will be considered.
Grammar
Grammar refers to the structure of a language. No single
work could possibly examine all of the fine details of the
grammar of a language. However, to begin with, linguists
Fasold and Wolfram have indicated the following general rules
of grammar in Black dialect:
1. Nonactualized -ed inflection, as in missed,
started, and said.
2. The presence of certain perfective construc¬
tion as in I done forgot and I been had it.
3. No present tense verb third singular marker
as in He walk. He have a car, and He don’t
££•
4. The presence of a grammatical category, not
found in Standard English, called invariant
be as in Sometime he be busy.
5. Nonactualized forms of the verb to be as in
He a good man.
6. The use of ain’t in the sense of isn’t as well
as didn’t as in He ain’t here and He ain’t do
that, respectively.
7. The extensive use of multiple negation as in
Nobody didn’t know nothing.
Nonactualized possessive markers as in The boy
coat, and different possessive marker actual¬
ization as in This he book and It mines.
8.
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9. The embedded question structure, I want to Tchow
can he come out?
10. The extensive use of pronomial apposition as in
My mother she went shopping.1
These grammatical aspects of Black dialect which have been
outlined here are by no means the only ones which may cause
interference or which differ from standard English. Yet,
they are considered to be the most crucial features. It
should be clear from this approach to the features discussed
here that "grammar rules" are not discovered in the tradi¬
tional sense. This is to say that . . . grammar rules are
discovered by observing actual usage rather than taken as
given and imposed on people’s speech.2 The process of
discovering grammar rules is carried out just as in physical
science in which laws are discovered by observing natural
phenomena and are not imposed on nature by scientists.
In both standard English and Black dialect, the rules
are discovered from careful observation of usage. "It is
proper to refer to ’rules’ because in no speech are words
randomly put together."^ Black dialect is a linguistic
-|
Ralph W. Fasold and Walt Wolfram, "Some Linguistic
Features of Negro Dialect," in Teaching Standard English in
the Inner City, eds. Ralph W. Fasold and Roger W. Shuy
(Washington, D.C.: Center For Applied Linguistics, 1970) as
reviewed in Roger W. Shuy, Nonstandard Dialect Problems: An
overview," in Language Differehces Do They Interfere?, eds.
James L. Laffey and Roger W. Shuy (Newark: International
Reading Association, 1973), p. 8.
2
Ralph W. Fasold and Walt Wolfram, "Some Linguistic
Features of Negro Dialect," in Black American English, ed.
Paul Stroller (New York: Dell Publishing Co., 19 75 ) , p. 81.
^Ibid., p. 82.
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system which operates under rules just as standard English
does, but the rules are different. Thus, instructors as well
as students need to know and understand grammatical rules of
Black dialect, how they differ from standard English, and
how these rules may interfere with reading achievement.
One of the characteristic grammatical deviations from
standard English found in Black dialect is the handling of the
"s" sound in certain common speaking situations. For example,
"s" is the agreement sound for third person singular, present
tense verbs in standard English. The sentences, "He talks to
me every day" and "My father come home on the bus"^ in Black
dialect. It can be observed that in these situations the "s"
sounds are commonly omitted. However, "it is important to
realize that the suffix is not carelessly ’left off’ by
speakers of Black dialect. This suffix is simply not part of
the grammar of the dialect."^
In the third person plural, present tense in standard
English, when the subject is they, the "s" is dropped as an
agreement sound of the verb. In Black dialect, however, the
"s" is added in a speaking situation. Thus, . . . the sen¬
tence, "They talk to me every day," becomes "They talks to me
every day," and "They look nice in their new clothes" becomes
"They looks nice in they (their) new clothes.
^John K. Sherk, Jr. "Dialect—The Invisible Barrier to
Progress in the Language Arts," The Reading Bulletin 131 p. 2.
2
Fasold and Wolfram, "Some Linguistic Features of Negro
Dialect," p. 67.
3
Sherk, "Dialect—The Invisible Barrier to Progress in
the Language Arts," p. 23.
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In oral reading many Black youth retain the dialect pattern
of omitting and inserting "s" rather than reading the text as
it is printed. Knowing this, "the teacher who intends to call
on a pupil for oral reading can point out ahead of time these
characteristics of standard printed English so that when the
pupils do read aloud, they do not practice inaccurate oral
reading. The only way teachers can know how to do this is to
learn the dialect."^
Another grammatical feature of the Black dialect worth
mentioning is pronominal apposition. This feature of grammar
is the construction in which a pronoun is used after the noun
subject. Here are a few sentence examples: "My brother, ^
bigger than you." and "That teacher, she yell at me all the
time."
The Black student needs a thorough and detailed knowl¬
edge of how his language operates. The extent to which these
grammatical features may interfere with reading achievement
is still not known. However, research has suggested that
teachers should be able to analyze the rules the Black stu¬
dent is using and "compare his rules with the correct ones,
and pick out salient points for usage." Therefore, theoreti¬




Alice H. Streng, Syntax, Speech and Hearing: Applied
Linguistics for Teachers of Children With Language and Hear¬
ing Disabilities (New York: Grune and Stratton, 1972), p. 4.
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Pronunclation
Much has been written about the phonology or sound system
of Black dialect. Here again, it is essential to indicate
rules of phonology in Black dialect as outlined by Fasold and
Wolfram:
1. Word final consonant clusters such as the /-st/
in test and missed or the /-nd/ in find or
canned.
2. The /O/ sounds in all positions as in think,
nothing, and tooth.
3. /r/ and /!/ before consonants or at the end of
words as in help and sister.
4. The collapse of /i/ and /e/ before nasal conso¬
nants , as in pen/pin.
5. The devoicing or deletion of word final /b/,
/d/, and /g/ as in pig, salad, and tub.1
Rules such as those previously cited indicate several
general phonological tendencies in Black dialect. For
instance, Fasold and Wolfram have noticed that words such as
test, desk, hand, and build, are pronounced as tes, des, han,
and buil. Also, if a word ends in d or t, the ed suffix is
pronounced something like i^. Thus, words such as wanted or
counted are pronounced as wantid and countid. For words which
end with the voiced £d, as in rubbed, or rained, the Black
dialect pronunciation of the final sound is d, actually pro¬
nounced as rubd and raind.
These writers also note that consonants b, n, g are
pronounced with vocal chords vibrating; that is, they are
1
Fasold and Wolfram, "Some Linguistic Features of Negro
Dialect," p. 8.
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voiced. If a word ends in a voiceless consonant, the final
sound given in messed and looked is actually pronounced as
mest and lobkt.^
Other general phonological tendencies in the Black
dialect show that words ending in £, t, or k add the
plural instead of the plural. Thus, words like desk, ghost,
wasp, and test when pluralized are pronounced as desses,
ghosses, wasses, and tesses, instead of desks, ghosts , wasps,
9
and tests.
Another general phonological tendency in Black dialect is
for initial as in the word the, pronounced as d. Thus,
words such as the, they, them, and that are pronounced as de
dey, dem, and dat:
It has been pointed out that a limited amount
of d for is also characteristic of standard
English in the most casual or informal speech style.
In Negro dialect, however, it is much more frequent
so that the pronunciation ^ for the is the regular
pronunciation.3
In the middle of the word, several different pronuncia¬
tions are heard for ^ in Black dialect. The voiceless sound
as in nothing, author, ether, or lethal, is mostly pronounced
as f. Thus, these words are pronounced as nuf*n, ahfuh,
eefuh, and lefuh. For the voiced sound such as brother,
rather, or bathing, th is pronounced as v in some varieties
of Black dialect, so that words such as these are pronounced





as bruvah, ravah, and bavin. At the end of a word, f is the
predominant pronunciation of in words such Ruth, tooth,
and south, which are pronounced as Ruf, to'of, and sbuf.
Dorothy Seymour notes that:
. . . substitutions used in Black English are
/f/, a sound similar to the unvoiced in medial
'word-position, as in birfday for birthday, and in
final word-position, ai in roof for Ruth, as well
as /v/ for the voiced in medial position, as in
bruvver for brother» ^
The absence of the first syllable of a word is also a
frequent occurrence in the pronunciation of Black dialect.
This is to say that words such as arithmetic, remember, except,
and about, are pronounced as ’rithmetic, * member, * cept, and
* bout. Other features include the pronunciation of ask as ax,
so that it sounds like axe■ Also, words with str such as
string, street, and strong are pronounced as skring, skreet,
and skrong.
Along with the previously cited general phonological
speech patterns of Black dialect, Labov has described four
other common speech habits prevalent in the speech of Black
youth.
The first relevant speech pattern to consider is
R-lessness. This is a pattern in which the r in a word is
not pronounced as a consonant before other consonants or at
the end of a word. Labov notes from his research that:
1
Dorothy Z. Seymour, "Black English," Intellectual
Digest (February 1972): 79.
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Black speakers show an even higher degree of
r-lessness than white New Yorkers or Bostonians.
The r of spelling becomes a schwa or disappears
before vowels as well as before consonants and
pauses.1
Labov explains that in the speech of most white New Yorkers,
the r is pronounced when a vowel follows, as in four apples,
or four o’clock. But for most Blacks, the r is not pronounced
in this position, and thus never heard at the end of the word
four. Sherk points out in reference to the r-lessness pattern
of Black dialect that:
Words like door, more, floor, and four are
pronounced as if they were the words dough, mow,
flow, and foe. Final R-lessness creates many more
homonyms in the speech of "ghetto" youngsters. It
is obvious that this becomes confusing to pupils
in reading situations, particularly when one pupil
is reading aloud a strange word like "foe" and the
class listening automatically attaches its meaning
of "four" as in the sentence, "The foe is coming.
While the r-lessness pattern is not usually present in stand¬
ard English, it is curiously ironic to note that:
. . . speakers of New England English handle
their "r * s" somewhat differently, too, sometimes
distorting the final "r" in car and sometimes
putting an "r" on the end of a word such as idea
so that it sounds like idear.3
Actually, each group—Blacks and New Englanders—is guilty of
the same deviation. Yet the linguistic consequences of this
do not seem nearly so damaging to progress in reading among
1 .
William Labov, "Language Characteristics: Blacks," in
Black Language Reader, eds. Robert H. Bentley and Samuel D.
Crawford (Glenview: Scott Foresman and Company, 1973), p. 10 5.
O
Sherk, "Dialect—The Invisible Barrier to Progress in
the Language Arts," p. 2.
^Ibid.
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New Englanders. Thus, it is believed that only for a Black
speaker would there be trouble in reading, because he is not
aware of the r sound coining before the vowel. He would there¬
fore pronounce a word with the r completely deleted. In
support of this assumption, Labov explains that:
The white speaker is helped in his reading or
spelling by the existence of the alternation in
which the underlying r comes out before a vowel,
as in four o’clock, but the black speaker has no
such clue to the underlying (spelling) form of the
word four.1
Furthermore, Black speakers often do not pronounce inter¬
vocalic r in the middle of a word. This could also lead to
problems in reading because the reader would have no clue to
the correct spelling form of such words. A few examples would
be:










A second relevant speech pattern in Black English which
is different from standard English is L-lessness. The conso¬
nant 1 is very similar to r in its phonetic nature. However,
when the letter 1 is pronounced, the center of the tongue is
up and the sides are down. But in pronouncing the r, the
Labov, "Language Characteristics: Blacks," p. 105.
^Ibid.
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sides of tongue are down and the center does not touch the
roof of the mouth. Thus, the pattern of l_-deletion is very
similar to that of r-deletion. Black speakers tend to drop
the 1 from words completely, and there are greater tendencies
in words such as:







Joan C. Baratz points out that the sounds of "r" and "1"
may be heard differently by the Black speaker, and would there¬
fore produce a different meaning for him. She holds the view
that:
. . . sounds such as "r" and "1" are distri¬
buted so that "cat" may mean that orange vegetable
that one puts in salads—standard English carrot—
as well as the four legged fuzzy animal . ! TT
In Black dialect when one reduces the /!/ and /r/, in many
positions it may create such homonyms as:
. . . "toe" meaning a digit on the foot, or
the church bell sound—standard English toll.
Final clusters are reduced in Negro nonstandard
so that "bowl" is used to describe either a vessel
for cereal or a very brave soldier—standard
English bold.3
In connection with sound differences between standard
English and Black dialect, Cynthia Deutsch found in her
^Ibid., p. 106.
O




assessment of auditory discrimination that "disadvantaged
black children did not discriminate as well as white children
from middle-class linguistic environments."^ She attributes
the difference in performance of disadvantaged children
(Blacks) to such things as the constant blare of stereos and
televisions in the home. She feels that a noisy atmosphere
is not conducive to hearing sounds properly. Because of a
noisy environment, sounds become distorted and the Black
youth misinterprets, producing such patterns as r-lessness
and 1-lessness, according to Deutsch.^ Nevertheless, the
Black youth makes responses on the basis of the sound usage
that he has learned in his social or geographical setting.
Joan Baratz is of the opinion that Black youth make responses
based on the kind of language they consider appropriate. She
explains:
In the same way that cot (for sleeping), caught
(for ensnared); or marry (to wed), Mary (the girl),
and merry (to be happy) are not distinguished in the
speech of many white people (so that they would say
on an auditory discrimination test that cot and
caught were the same), pin and pen are the same for
. . . blacks.3
A general assumption, then, is that Black students have dif¬
ficulty in discriminating sounds since they imitate the
sounds learned from their environment.
^Cynthia Deutsch, "Auditory Discrimination and Learning:
Social Factors," Merrill Palmer Quarterly 10 (1964): 277-296
as reviewed in Joan C. Baratz, "Teaching Reading In An Urban
Negro School System," p. 97.
^Ibid.
3
Baratz, "Teaching Reading In An Urban Negro School
System," p. 97.
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Another pattern appearing in Black speech which could
cause reading problems is the simplification of consonant
clusters at the end of a word. This is to say that the last
letter of a word is dropped or the cluster is simplified or
reduced to single consonants. The primary consonant clusters
that are affected are usually those ending in /-t/ or /-d/,
/-s/ or /-z/. In connection with this explanation, Labov
makes clear that:
The chief /-t, -d/ clusters that are affected
are . . . /-st, -ft, -nt, -nd, -Id, -zd, -md/.
Here they are given in phonemic notation; in con¬
ventional spelling we have words such as past,
passed, lift, laughed, bent, bend, fined, hold,
poled, old, called, raised, aimed.^
Labov continues to explain that in all of these cases if the
cluster is simplified, it is the last letter that is dropped.
Thus, homonyms such as these are produced:













The /-s, -z/ clusters that are usually simplified occur
in such words as axe, six, box, parts, aims, rolls, leads,
besides. Homonyms such as these may be produced in the Black
dialect:
Labov, "Language Characteristics: Blacks," p. 106.
^Ibid.
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It is also a general tendency for Black youths to weaken
the final consonant in a word. This pattern is a "general
tendency to produce less information after stressed vowels,
so that final consonants, unstressed final vowels, and weak
syllables show fewer distinctions and more reduced phonetic
forms than initial consonants and stressed vowels."2 Labov
feels that this is a perfectly natural process in terms of
the amount of information required for effective communication,
but it may produce serious problems in learning to read and
spell, according to some researchers.
This weakening of final consonants is not as regular as
other pnonological variables previously cited. In general,
final /-t/ and /-d/ are the most affected by the process. In
the process, final /-d/ may be devoiced to a t-like form or
disappear entirely. It has also been observed through
research that final /-g/ and /-k/ follow the same route as
/-d/ and /-t/. In other words, /-g/ is devoiced or disappears
and /-k/ is replaced by glottal stop or disappears. As a
result of these processes, it is possible to have such










In addition to the types of homonyms pointed out above,
there are a great many others, but they are of less importance
for reading problems in general. However, when considering
all the phonological variables that have been discussed, it is
essential to realize that these variables do affect the shapes
of words in the speech of Black youth. Therefore, as a result
of various phonological characteristics, the following series
of homonyms appear in the speech of many Black youth:





















Thus, Black youth may have difficulty in recognizing
many words appearing in their standard spellings. Trabasso
explains that "readers of Black English might spell words
differently and (thereby decode written material differently)
than speakers of standard English. If there is a relation
between how one speaks (phonology) and how one spells (ortho¬
graphy), then Black English speakers . . . may be at a dis¬




closer to basic forms of standard English."^ If students are
unaware of this source of confusion in order to detect and
anticipate a student's area of weakness or difficulty. The
student also needs to be aware of the differences between his
set of words or homonyms and the teacher's or a great deal of
confusion will occur in every reading assignment. The student
must be able to distinguish words in standard English from
his own speech.
Syntax
Syntax is a component of grammar which refers primarily
to sentence structure or the manner in which sentences are
put together. In reference to Black dialect, research reveals
that "the focus on . . . syntax is decidely limited. It does
not address itself to the richer uses of language by Blacks,
either in rhetoric, in the church, in literature, or in the
, 2
oral tradition reminiscent of African societies. This is
to say that research in linguistics, especially in Black
dialect syntax, must continue and linguists need to delve
deeper into the subject in order to inform teachers of the
relationship of syntax to reading achievement of Black youth.
In Black dialect syntactic structure occasionally the
omissions of forms of have occur. In standard English the
present tense forms of have can be contracted to 'y^ and '£,
^Deborah Sears Harrison and Tom Trabasso, eds., Black
English A Seminar CHillsdale: Lawrence Erlbaum Associates,
Publishers, 1967), p. 4.
^Ibid.
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making sentences such as: "I’ve been here for hours, and
"He’s gone home.”^
The Black dialect has a completive construction and a
remote time construction, according to Fasold and Wolfram.
The completive aspect is formed from the verb done plus a
past form of the verb. This construction occurs in sentences
such as: "I done tried hard all I know." and "I done forgot
what you call it."^ The remote time construction is used
with been. Remote time construction means that the speaker
conceives of the action as having taken place in the distant
past, structuring sentences such as: "I been had it there
for about three or four years." and "You won’t get your dues
that you been paid."^
The verb ^ is used as an auxiliary and in other kinds
of sentences. In Black dialect, the suffix is absent from
the auxiliary don’t in the present tense when the subject is
in the third person singular. In standard English a sentence
would read: "He doesn’t go." In Black dialect it would be:
"He don’t go." The use of don * t for doesn *t in Black dialect
does not apply only to auxiliary don't, but is part of a
general pattern involving all present tense verbs and with
subjects in the third person singular.^







In the Black dialect, have and ^ are used with third
person singular subjects in the present tense. The writers
observed sentences such as these:
1. He have a bike.
2. He always do silly things.
-1
3. I don't know if he like you but I think he do.
The form are is present less often than the form ^ in
the speech of Black dialect users. Some Blacks show no person-
number agreement when full forms of to be are used. The past
tense form is was regardless of the subject, making sentences
such as:
1. They was there.
2. You was there.
Is is used by Blacks for all persons:
1. You is there.
, O
2. The boys is there.
Some speakers of Black dialect use are or even ^ as the
general form of the present tense to be: "There she are."
"You am a teacher." The negative forms of are, am, and
auxiliary have and has become ain't because of a series of
phonetic changes in the history of English. In some varieties
of Black dialect ain * t corresponds to standard English didn't.
For speakers of the Black dialect who have this use of ain't,





1. He ain't done it.
2. He ain't did it.
Also, ain't is often used with multiple negation, leading to
sentences such as these:
1. He ain't did nothing.
2. He ain't nobody.
3. He ain't go nowhere.^
Another characteristic of the syntax of Black dialect
includes the use of double negatives, forming sentences such
as "He doesn't know nothing."
Some speakers of the Black dialect use the form mines
for mine in the absolute possessive construction, forming
sentences such as "This mines." Speakers of the Black dialect
also tend to add the ^ suffix to the irregular plural such
as childrens , peoples, and mens.^
The Black dialect sometimes uses questions such as "What
that is?" or "Where the dog is?" This inverted question also
places the auxiliary or copulative form of the main verb
phrase in the front of the sentence. This practice forms
questions such as: "He coming with us?' or "Where you been?"
One of the best known features of Black dialect is the
structure of the copula. In speaking of the copula, the
attention is focused upon the verb forms of These forms
are frequently not realized, and thus such sentences as "You




form is usually deleted from the speech of Black youth,
and so are the second-person singular and plural form are.
Examples would be sentences like "This mine." "Those his
shoes." "That yours?" and "These mine."^
Copula constructions with the main verb be functioning
descriptively as in "She is happy" are expressed in a variety
of ways. The differences in the use of the forms of to be
are so great that they cannot all be included here. Some of
the most important can be found in the present and present
progressive tenses. "The standard form of to be is omitted
in sentences like "He is play" ("He playing"). The sentence,
"He is here," would be "He here," meaning "He is here at this
moment." To show that someone is regularly here, the dialect
has the form "He be here." To show that someone is continu¬
ally here (that is all the time) the dialect has the form
"He bes here."^
Also,
There is a range for nearly all speakers of
Black English from expressions where no form of
the copula is present, as in She a teacher, to
contracted expressions of the copula, as in She * s
a teacher, to occasional use of the full verb, as
in She is a teacher.3
The treatment of the past tense category is also a
syntactic characteristic which weighs heavily upon the Black
^Ibid.
2
Sherk, "Dialect—The Invisible Barrier to Progress in
the Language Arts," p. 3.
O
Harrison and Trabasso, eds. Black English A Seminar,
p. 88.
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youth's reading ability. The problem that confronts many
educators is whether or not the Black youth recognizes the
form of the regular suffix -ed; Is there such an abstract
form in the structure of the nonstandard English spoken by
-1
Black children? It is the general contention that the
answer to this question will make a considerable difference
in understanding the reading problems that Black youth face.
One conclusion from research is that:
. . . there are many Black children who do not
have enough support in their linguistic system to
identify -ed as a past tense signal, and they must 2
be taught the meaning of this form from the outset."
On the other hand, there are many Blacks who have no difficulty
in reading -ed, even though they do not pronounce it. Here
are several sentences that are relevant to the -ed problem and
indicative of Black speech:
1. He pick me.
2. I've pass my test.
3. Last week I kick Donald in the mouth, so the teacher
throwed me out the class.^
A logical conclusion would be that Black youth may
encounter difficulty in reading standard English sentences if
their speech contains any of the cited syntactical character¬
istics. However, it is important to realize that linguistic
research has not yet proven this assumption to be fact.
^William Labov, Language in the Inner City: Studies in
the Black English Vernacular (Philadelphia: University of
Pennsylvania Press, 1972), p. 26.
^Labov, "Language Characteristics: Blacks," p. 112.
^Labov, Language in the Inner City: Studies in the
Black English Vernacular, p. 30.
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Vocabulary
The final area of Black dialect to discuss is vocabulary.
It is the contention of some linguistic investigators that
the most pronounced difference between standard English and
Black dialect is in the vocabulary. Some educators believe
that:
Culturally disadvantaged pupils usually lack
works that show fine distinctions within concepts.
Children who use the standard dialect may be ex¬
pected to give many different examples (words) to
illustrate the concept "vegetable," but pupils
using a non-standard dialect may be able to give
only one or two examples, or none at all. Since
many of the words used by speakers of non-standard
dialects are slang words, they are not often
encountered outside the cultural group and are thus
not very useful in the classroom.!
In speaking of vocabulary one must bear in mind that
"words do not become functional in a society that has no
O
operational use for them." This is to say that many words
which are commonly used by whites are not necessarily meaning¬
ful to Blacks—and vice versa. Words function differently
for different groups of people. Many Black dialect words have
been adopted into the mainstream of English, but not neces¬
sarily with the exact meaning that they had in Black dialect:
that's where it's at, cool, jive, rap, and bad
and mean in the positive sense of "powerful" and
exciting" represent just a miniscule example of a
large number of such borrowings.3
1
Sherk, "Dialect—The Invisible Barrier to Progress in
the Language Arts," p. 2-3.
O
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One highly general question that has received the atten¬
tion of linguists, psychologists and educators concerning the
vocabulary of Black dialect speakers is whether Black dialect
has a vocabulary that is less rich than that of standard
English. But the answer would have to be no, unless one
takes a very narrow view of what Black dialect is. John B.
Carroll holds the view that:
. . . the differences in vocabulary richness
are largely due to the fact that the vocabularies
of languages like English, Russian, and French
contain many scientific and technical terms that
have been added as a result of the march of civi¬
lization . 1
Also, many languages contain words borrowed or derived
from other languages. For example, English contains many
words derived from Latin and Greek. Thus, as a dialect of
English, "Black English shares with standard English, or can
share with it a great part of the standard English vocabulary."^
Sometimes words introduce people to special scientific
concepts, such as the word gravitation. Other words intro¬
duce one to concepts in the social sphere, such as Civil
Rights. Words like these are as much as apart of Black
dialect as they are of standard English. While it may be true
that not all speakers of Black dialect know these words, it
may also be true that users of standard English may not know
them either.
^John B. Carroll, "Linguistic Relativity: Any Relevance





Since "any speaker* of a language acquires its vocabulary
in gradual stages—as the result of increasing exposure to
the vocabulary, whether in the home, the community, or the
school,"^ it would not be likely that Black youth would
encounter difficulty reading standard English vocabulary.
Persons who speak Black dialect can and do learn and use
words like gravitation right along with various other words
that are also found in standard English. Most of these words
are used in Black dialect in much the same way that they are
used in standard English. There are words, however, that are
found only in Black dialect. Words like soul, chick, and
bread. This is only natural because "all dialects of English
that are used by special groups in particular parts of the
world have developed their special vocabularies, idioms, and
slang, to talk about things and ideas that . . . express
2
attitudes different from those of other groups.
A general conclusion then is that:
. . . each dialect develops vocabulary for
expressing the concepts that are especially impor¬
tant in some way in the cultures of the groups
using those languages and dialect.3
In summary, this chapter has provided a discussion of
the various ways in which Black dialect differs from standard
English and how these differences may impede progress in read¬
ing among Black youth. The linguistic characteristics dis¬






The relevant speech characteristics of Black youth which
differ from standard English discussed in this chapter are
only a few of the assumed causes of poor reading achievement
among Blacks. Labov does not believe that:
. . . these structural differences are major
causes of the problem; on the contrary, the major
conclusion ... is that reading failure is pri¬
marily the result of political and cultural
conflict within the classroom.1
Thus, the structural differences cited must be recognized by
the instructor so that he will realize that the speech charac¬
teristics are a part of the student’s culture. One educator
contends that:
If we as teachers deny them full and free use
of their language, we are in reality denying them
access fo their cultural heritage, and we are deny¬
ing them membership-in-full-standing in the society
into which they were born.2
Instructors must also realize that the oral language
skills of Black youth are totally developed but in some ways
different from the standard English which is spoken and used
in the schools. Another key to the dilemma is for the
instructor to understand the grammatical and phonological
rules of Black dialect in order to determine which new rules
must be acquired, or those which must be modified. In addi¬
tion, teachers should know which rules will cause difficulty
in reading and which rules can easily be acquired. If an
^William Labov, The Study of Nonstandard English
(Champaign: National Council of Teachers of English, 1970)
p. 43.
2
Sherk, "Dialect—The Invisible Barrier to Progress in
the Language Arts," p. 4.
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attitude of tolerance and acceptance on the part of the
classroom teacher is developed toward language differences,
the Black youth's self-concept, personal worth, and most of
all his ability to read, will be enhanced.
The fourth chapter will provide conclusions in reference
to dialect interference, and suggestions for ways to help
Black youth improve their reading abilities.
CHAPTER IV
SUGGESTED METHODS FOR IMPROVING
READING ACHIEVEMENT
For more than a decade now, there have been controversial
deliberations which focused upon the linguistic style of Black
youth and the question of whether or not their dialect inter¬
feres with reading achievement. One might recall that the
dispute actually began with the late President Lyndon B.
Johnson’s "War on Poverty." During this time, some federal
grants were awarded for the purpose of investigating the lack
of academic achievement on the part of Black youth in public
education. It is a commonly held view among Black educators
that white researchers who were allegedly searching for an
understanding of why so many Black youth failed in school
focused their attention upon the language used by these youths.
These researchers, "having accumulated mounds of data on the
acquisition of language among white middle-class children,
and having designed a host of test instruments from these
data, proceeded to invade school buildings ... in efforts
to pursue objective scientific experiments in the study of
1
the language performance" of Black youth. After rushing the
1
M. Eugene Wiggins, "The Cognitive Deficit-Difference
Controversy: A Black Sociopolitical Perspective," in Black
English A Seminar, eds. Deborah Sears Harrison and Tom Trabasso




interpretations of their results to educational journals and
publishing companies, these white researchers made the Black
youth and his language differences the target of educational
inquiry. These studies implied that Black youth . . . failed
to grasp the nature of their language and their world, some¬
thing so commonly found in every other group . . ., a phenome¬
non all others manage to do with relative ease."^
Other beliefs held by white researchers were that these
youth were different, for some reason, and that this difference
seemed to be manifested not in the legitimacy of cultural and
linguistic stratification, but in the lacking of their intel¬
lectual capacity to form a language and a culture that reflect
the substance of their inheritance. The theory arising from
such beliefs was that Black youth are unable to speak clearly,
have poor auditory discrimination, and cannot conceptualize.
In effect, the Black community was viewed as limited in its
ability tostimulate linguistic and intellectual growth.
Black people were labeled culturally deprived and disadvan¬
taged. These labels seemed to appeal to educators as a
description of Black youth.
Hence, the portrait was painted that portrayed that
white Americans perceived to be one inferior characteristic




Eventiually, the linguists spoke up and began to refute
the language deficit theories, and thus the debates became
more heated and controversial. Linguists argued that their
colleagues were confused between the acquisition of language
and the acquisition of standard English, that Black children
from low-income families are linguistically different, not
deficient, that they have a language different from that of
standard English and that what one hears from these children
1
is a nonstandard form of English.
With this type of explanation and clarification of Black
dialect from linguists, educators began to accept the exist¬
ence of dialects and to realize that:
. . . learning to speak a particular linguistic
code such as standard English will achieve for Blacks
a lift in their economic . . . plight is unmistakable
deceiving, as langauge is not now and never has been
the contributing agent of oppression.2
The debate over dialect differences came into being only
during a period when the educational system was hard pressed
to explain its failure in teaching Black youth to read ade¬
quately. Consequently, labels such as ’’cognitive deficit,"
"culturally disadvantaged," "Standard English," and nonstand¬
ard English" had to be promoted to disguise the failure of
the educational system to adequately teach Black youth.
Hence, the Black youth’s language was believed to be the
condition that prevented them from achieving in reading at
acceptable levels.
Ibid., P- 245.
Ibid. , P- 248 .
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Many educators have argued that Black youth need to
speak standard English if they are to improve their reading
performance. Wiggins offers further insight into the nature
of this argument:
. . . the arguments for the need of Blacks to
speak a standard dialect represent, simply, another
route that White America has taken in justifying
and sheltering the centuries of injustices that have
been handed down to the Black man. . . .1
It is the opinion that Black youth are not handicapped because
of their language differences, but rather, they are handicap¬
ped because of biased conclusions determined by whites which
join a long line of traditional biases concerning Black people.
What conclusions, then, might one make about this contro¬
versy of Black dialect interference with reading achievement
which is so deeply entrenched in the area of education? One
educator logically concludes that:
At the present time, there is no scientific
basis for attributing poor reading . . . achieve¬
ment to the grammatical and phonological charac¬
teristics of any dialect associated with the
English language.2
This conclusion seems feasible since experimental test results
render data which are disparate and inconclusive in nature.
Even when interference was noted, it was restricted to the
most superficial features of pronunciation.^
Ijbid.
^Addie Mitchell, ’’Fifteen Conclusions Which Seem Reason¬
able in Regard to Dialect and Reading,” Atlanta, 1978.
(Mimeographed.)
3
Jean R. Harber and Diane N. Bryen, ’’Black Dialect and
the Task of Reading.” Review of EducationaT Research 46
(Summer 1976): 395.
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The writer of this thesis refutes the assumption that
Black dialect interferes significantly with reading achieve¬
ment of Black youth. It is the belief of the writer that
the question of linguistic competency is standard English has
little, if anything, to do with whether Black students succeed
in reading. With this established, this writer suggests
several methods which seem reasonable in aiding Black youth
with their reading difficulties.
First of all. Black youth must start to look at their
language as their given culture. This is to say that Black
youth should view their dialect as a part of their African
heritage. Several researchers agree that Black students
should know and understand that their language is not just a
random collection of mistakes, but that there is a historical
explanation for their dialect. Gloria P. Walker articulates
this concensus in her statement that students should be
exposed to the importance of culture and that they should
then be given an opportunity to study the African origins of
their communication patterns.^ It is believed that while
students are learning this background information, they can
be in the process of developing reading skills. As part of
this historical perspective, "the student should read books
from a carefully prepared bibliography in order to make
reports on the different theories concerning Black English."^
n
Gloria P. Walker, Afro-American Linguistic Patterns;
Impact bn Academic Success (Atlanta: Southern Regional
Education Board, 1977), p. 42.
^Ibid.
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Geneva Smitherman indicates that:
The . . . process which nurtured the Black
idiom go (sic) back to slavery time and the
necessity for a system of communicating which
could go undeciphered by Ole Massa. It wasn't
possible to use the African tongue cause that
was forbidden . . . what evolved then was a
lingo that would have one meaning for the white
slave master, another for African slaves . . .
a Black-based communications system derived
from the oppressor's tongue.^
Black youth should be aware of such historical facts about
their language as expressed by Smitherman and also should
realize that:
Because of the common experience and history
of oppression in which the Black idiom flourished,
Black English ... is not simply the language of
the ghetto but the language of Black America.2
Statements such as these conveyed by Smitherman are attempts
to inform Black youth that they should be proud of their
language and accept it as "not just a sloppy standard but an
organized language style which probably has developed many of
its features on the basis of its West African heritage."^
Thus, Black youth need "serious scholarly study of Black
communication patterns, their origins and impact on present-
Lj.
day Black life and culture."
In the past. Black students were not encouraged to study
their own language system. Rather,
1




Dorothy Z. Seymour, "Black English," Intellectual
Digest (February 1972): 80.
4
Geneva Smitherman, "Soul 'n Style," English Journal 65
(April 1975): 13.
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. . . pupils were made to scoff at the Negro
dialect as some peculiar possession of the Negro
which they should despise rather than directed to
study the background of this language as a broken
down. . . African tongue—in short to understand
their own linguistic history. ... 1
Instead of such serious study. Black students are still being
forced into "rote memorization of paradigmmatic forms like
"John walks," "My mother walks," "My brother walks," etc.^
Lest someone willfully misinterprets the point, this writer
is not suggesting that Black youth should not learn standard
English as well. The writer is merely suggesting that the
psychological climate of the classroom, as well as the
students’ reading ability, might improve if the students’
vernacular is not degraded but considered a part of his
African culture. It is essential to note that any stratagem
will be doomed to failure if Black English speaking students
are excused from learning standard English. After all,
standard English is the dominant language in this society.
Dorothy Seymour points out that even professor Toni Cade
Bambara of Rutgers University, who doesn’t want "ghetto
accents" tampered with, advocated mastery of standard English
because, as she puts it, "If you want to get ahead in this
country, you must master the language of the ruling class.^
A second strategy which could be employed in the class¬






Seymour, "Black English," p. 80.
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to officially espouse bidialectism. This is the ability to
use either* dialect—Black or standard—equally well depending
on time, place, and circumstance. Black youth should be
informed that the bidialectal theory embraces the idea that
a person has a right to speak the dialect of the home but that
the person will also learn standard English since it is neces¬
sary in certain situations.^ The youth should be taught the
importance of standard English and when it is appropriate and
necessary to use it. Seminars, lectures, or workshops could
be held to stimulate interest and to provide students with
such information. Students should be told that standard
English is appropriate, according to bidialectal theorists,
when interviewing for jobs, speaking in the classroom, talking
in formal groups, and writing papers. Also in these seminars
or workshops, they should be taught when to use their Black
dialect. Examples for using Black dialect could be talking
to friends on the playground or over the telephone, engaging
in casual conversations in the cafeteria or in their respec¬
tive neighborhoods. Students should be made to feel that
neither standard English nor Black dialect is superior. They
should learn to appreciate their dialect differences if the
bidialectal approach is to be carried out effectively.
Sledd, one among the theorists who advocate the appre¬
ciation of dialect differences, states that:
^Ralph Fasold and Roger Shuy, Teaching Standard English
in the Inner City (Washington, D.C.l Center for Applied
Linguistics, 1970), p. 9.
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We are turning our backs on all we say we
believe if we spend our lives teaching children
to use. . . standard English. ... If we are
called upon to teach that child, we should try
to enrich his life by teaching him to read so
that he can learn about himself and the world
he lives in, and we should encourage him to say
what he thinks needs saying and to say it well—
which may be very different from saying it in
standard English. . . .1
Followers of this approach, then, believe that there should be
no effort to change the language of Black students but that
they should be taught a second language.
This is not to say that educators should ignore dif¬
ferences in speech. Dialect differences should be appreciated,
not ignored; to achieve such appreciation requires active
approaches such as learning about the history of Black dialect
and the bidialectual theory.
A third method to aid Black youth in reading achievement
is to have them learn the features of Black dialect and how
their dialect, in many instances, parallel standard English.
Gloria P. Walker suggests that:
Unique Black English features should. . .
be discussed, with students spending as much time
as necessary working with these features. Exer¬
cises should be devised whereby students will have
to translate Black English to standard English and
vice versa. This must be done in spoken and
written form. The instructor should begin by
comparing and contrasting phonological features
(sounds). She/he/ should then move to morphologi¬
cal features (words), lexicon (vocabulary), and
syntax (sentence structure).2
^James Sledd, "On Not Teaching English Usage," English
Journal 54 (November 1965): 701-702 as reviewed in Elain D.
Fowler, "Black Dialect in the Classroom," Journal of Reading
(July 1976): 277.
2
\i/alker, Afro-American Linguistic Patterns: Impact on
Academic Success, p".
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If the students are provided with such activities, it is
believed that they would eventually be able to convert Black
English to standard English and would be able to look at some
of their old papers and identify errors in standard English
usage.
It is of importance that Black youth understand Black
dialect features and how they relate to standard English.
They must learn to listen to themselves and how they speak.
In order to do this, students should be permitted to make
tape recorded speeches or stories so that they can hear their
voices and recognize their speech patterns. In short. Black
youth should know the difference between Black dialect features
in their communication habits, and be able to use standard
English in lieu of Black dialect in more formal communication
settings, as previously mentioned. The rationale for such
ideas is that such techniques will:
. . . help students understand the legitimacy
of their linguistic system while at the same time
equipping them with the skills in standard English
which are essential to academic and societal suc¬
cess . 1
A final suggestion which is most important is for
instructors to understand why Black students speak the way
they do. Teachers sometimes make the situation in the class¬
room worse with their attitudes toward Black dialect.
Typically, "they tend to view the youth’s speech as "bad
English," characterized by "lazy pronunciation," "poor
grammar," and "short jagged words.A result of this
^Ibid.
2Seymour, "Black English," p. 78.
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attitude is the development of poor self concepts on the part
of the students. It is believed that Black youth are "quick
to grasp the feeling that while school speech is ’good,’ his
own speech is ’bad,’ and that. . . he himself is somehow
inadequate and without value.’’^ It is also quite evident
that Black youth react to this feeling by withdrawing, and
some stop talking entirely. In either case, the psychological
results are often devastating and sometimes result in an
increase in the dropout rate. Research reveals that:
. . . the majority of teachers have negative
attitudes about the speech of dialect speakers. . .
based on false assumptions about the nature of
nonstandard dialects. . . teachers find it difficult
to describe accurately the oral language and reading
performance of their disadvantaged students. . . and
teachers. . . have very little understanding of the
difficulties that dialect speakers encounter in
communicating in the classroom.2
As a solution, one educator suggests that:
Teachers. . . need to evaluate critically their
philosophies and attitudes toward the child and his
language. Teachers should become aware of the
dialectal properties of their own language, the lan¬
guage of their pupils. . . .3
It is important for reading teachers to be thoroughly
familiar with the major phonological and syntactic patterns
used by their students in order to determine when they are
making the right associations between meaning and the printed
^Ibid.
^Margaret 0. Knapp, "Black Dialect and Reading: What
Teachers Need to Know," Journal of Reading (December 1975):
231.
3 • •
Mitchell, "Fifteen Conclusions Which Seem Reasonable in
Regard to Dialect and Reading," (Mimeographed.)
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symbol, when reading orally. If an instructor does not
recognize that a difference in dialect and an error in read¬
ing are two separate things, an instructor can confuse and
unduly criticize the student when he is reading.
Thus, teachers "can do a great deal to eradicate the
nonsense about, and push for the acceptance of dialects in. .
Black students."
One may ask what is to be gained from each of these
suggested methods or strategies. These suggestions attempt
to show what can be done in the classroom with speakers of
Black dialect. In appreciating Black dialect, teachers can
foster in Black youth the development of self-esteem, and,
most of all the incentive to achieve in reading.
The purpose of this thesis was four-pronged. First, it
sough to establish the fact that poor reading achievement is
widespread among Black youth. A second purpose entailed a
review of research and theories concerning dialect inter¬
ference. Linguistic characteristics of Black dialect which
may cause interference or impede reading achievement were
focused upon in the third chapter. The characteristics were
grammar, pronunciation, syntax, and vocabulary. The final
chapter presented the writer's conclusion about dialect inter
ference in the reading achievement of Black youth and sum¬
marized several strategies and practices which would aid
Black youth in understanding their dialect and allow them to
achieve in reading unhampered by lack of teacher understand¬
ing and prejudice.
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